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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Network your controls and increase the availability of backups

Your machines are fully distributed in your company area, it is not always a PC connected
with the machine. What could be better than to connect the machines to your company
network and backup the data central from one point!
 With the option "Communication via S5-LAN++" and the S5-LAN++-modules, you can
meet this requirement immediately.



Serial programming of the S7- PLC

With the MPI/PPI-cable you have the ability to access a connected SPC-PLC S7-200 (PPI
9600 Baud and 19200 Baud) as well as S7-300/400 (MPI/Profbus 9600 Baud up to
187500 Baud) via PC serial with up to 115200 Baud for reading respectively writing of
data.

Data acquisition/logging

By connecting a line-recorder to the EtherSens-device anyone without
network-knowledge can visually capture and further process the log.



Direct-mode „extended serial interface“

There is an unsupported control or data logger or converter integrated in your installation
which protocol is not supported? No problem, the signs that the PC in the office sends will
be transferred via telephone line by the Direct-mode , and on-site reproduced by the
TP/TB. The way back is identical. So in that case there's also a communication to the
electronic devices available.

Profinet-Member-Analysis

Exact analysis of your Profinet members.
Addresses, configurations and other data can be recorded directly.
See immediately possible conflicts due to the configuration.



Serial communication to the S5-PLC

You have a PC with programming software and a 9pin COM-port as interface? No
problem, for this purpose the PG-UNI-II-cable is exactly the right product. Connect it to
PLC and PC and you're Online. The communication itself is visible by the both included
LEDs. Even the 25pin interface of the AS511-card is no problem. You need the
NETZ-adapter and also the AG-150-adapter and then this control is programmable, too.

PLC-data in Excel-readable file

Save your PLC content, production-data in a file on your PC. This file, a CSV- or
XML-file (depending on the license), can then be used e.g. further processed with Excel.
 A file that includes all configured variables in an infinitely-long list with a suitable
time-stamp, either controlled by the PC or via a PLC-trigger (depending on the license).
No matter which Siemens-control, as soon as a network-connection is available, nothing
stands in the way of recording.
 With S7-LAN for PPI, MPI or Profibus or S5-LAN++ for S5-controllers, PLCs without a
network-connection can also be addressed and recorded. And depending on the license are
several parallel connections possible.


